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The context

A broad strategy: 
launch ESG variants 
of Euronext family of 
blue-chip indices 

Selection on ESG 
Risk Score

The approach: To combine the recognised MIB brand with a stringent and 
consensual ESG methodology while maintaining liquidity

 � Investors set ambitious responsible investment commitments 
and during the Pandemic they furtherly increased their focus  
towards the ESG themes.

 �  While Blue-Chip indices still concentrate the biggest part of 
the Asset under Management (“AuM”) on ETFs and Structured 
Products, a strong interest from products issuers for ESG 
alternative of historical Blue-Chip indices is observable

 �  Other countries are successfully moving into the space of 
domestic ESG Blue-Chips indices, e.g. launch of the CAC 40 
ESG in France

 � Combining MIB brand and Euronext ESG Index expertise can 
be a successful journey

 � MIB is a brand known as the reference for Italy

 � Euronext provides a fully integrated Index Service and 
Administration 

 � Euronext is one of the most experienced and leading Index 
Providers in ESG

 � Quality of the data, Support and Reporting, historical footprint

 � Clients’ feedback Positive

A Growing Demand  
for ESG Indices



ESG Performance

MIB ESG vs. Benchmark* ESG Score /100

Performance distribution by weighting

*top 60 most liquid companies in Italy based on 6 
months median daily traded value
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Alongside the CAC 40 ESG® 
index, the MIB® ESG index 
is a key component to a 
broader suite of national 
ESG indices covering all 
Euronext geographies.

The objective of the MIB® ESG index is to reflect the ongoing 
drive to accelerate the transition to a more sustainable 
economy. The launch of this index aims to help investors identify 
companies which are actively contributing to a more sustainable 
future through an index combining economic performance with 
Environmental, Social and Governance considerations.  
The methodology includes activity exclusions as well as filters 
based on the UNGC Assessment.

Combining an italian footprint with global reach, this index 
has been built with a local focus in mind. After leading a 
large consultation with the Italian players, a methodology 
with globally recognised standards was created for the Italian 
market to serve as the new national ESG reference.
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Responsible investment has become increasingly important in the world 
of finance, with the aim of supporting more sustainable growth. As a 
leading index provider in Europe, Euronext’s ambition is to contribute to 
the construction of a sustainable financial ecosystem. 

In response to growing investor demand for mainstream ESG solutions, 
we are proud to introduce the new ESG blue-chip index for the Italian 
market, the MIB® ESG. Aligned with United Nations Global Compact 
(UNGC) principles, this index is designed to identify the 40 highest ranking 
companies in Italy demonstrating the best Environmental, Social and 
Governance practices.

MIB® ESG Index is designed 
to identify the 40 highest 
ranking companies in Italy.



*based on 6 months median daily traded value 
*Review Cycle: Third Friday of March, June, 
September, December.

STARTING UNIVERSE 
Top 60 liquid companies in Italy*

BASELINE EXCLUSION
Removal of the companies with critical 
controversies with the UNGC principles & 
activity exclusions  

SELECTION 
Selection of the top 40 companies 
based on ESG score 

LIQUIDITY 
Free float market cap weighting

MIB ESG Building Blocks
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Index methodology: Key principles

Sustainability
Exclusions based on broad ESG standards and 
approaches adopted by institutional and private 
investors:
 � companies breaching UN Global  Compact 

Principles
 � companies with involvement in  controversial 

activities

Investibility
Liquidity and low tracking error ensured by:
 � companies in term of Median Daily defining the 

universe considering the 60 most liquid Italian 
Traded Value (MDTV)

 � weighting on the basis of the free float
 � a buffer zone at the quarterly reviews (36-45)

Possible evolutions
 � The methodology will evolve to integrate  new EU 

regulations and standards as they emerge



UN Global Compact

Tobacco

Coal

Tar sand and oil shale

Civilian  firearms

Controversial  weapons

Companies with an active critical controversies 
related to UNGC are excluded

Companies with any involvement in production of 
tobacco are excluded

Companies with revenues larger or equal to 10% 
derived from distribution of tobacco are excluded. 

Companies with any involvement in Thermal Coal 
Mining are excluded

Companies with revenues larger or equal to 5% 
from Coal-fuelled power generation  are excluded.

Companies with any involvement in Tar sand and 
oil shale extraction are excluded

Companies with revenues larger or equal to 5% 
derived from the production or sale of civilian 
firearms are excluded

Companies with involvement type Full weapons 
system or Key parts in regards to munitions 
of the following weapon types, are excluded: 
Anti-personnel landmines, cluster munitions, 
biological weapons, chemical weapons, 
blinding laser weapons, incendiary weapons, 
non-detectable fragments, depleted uranium, 
white phosphorus.

-

> 0%

≥ 10%

> 0%

≥ 5%

> 0%

≥ 5%

> 0%

Exclusion Criteria:  
UNGC Principles and Activities

Exclusion type Description Revenues



ESG Ratings Methodology

Criteria 
and Sector 
Framework

Assessment  
Approach

ESG 
Assessment  
Report

ESG  Scores

International 
Standards  and 
Reference Texts from 
the UN, OECD, ILO 

38 ESG Criteria 
6 ESG Domains 
40 Sector Models

Leadership 
Implementation 
Results

Creation of ESG 
report (40/90 pages)

Advanced (60+/100) 
Limited (30-49/100) 
Robust (50-59/100) 
Weak (0-29/100)
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Impact Rule and Metrics:  
The Weighted Carbon Intensity

Key principles

Result
Simulation based on 
indicative figures

Formula

Index WCI = Sum of weighted Stocks CI

Stock CI =
Carbon Emission scope 1+2

Revenues

 � Environment is a key pilar of the MIB ESG index 

 � The carbon emission is an essential component  of the E 

 � The Index Weighted Carbon Intensity (WCI) is structurally 
significantly below the index universe WCI but need to 
guarantee it with a rule:

Rule: At review, the MIB ESG WCI is compared to the MIB ESG 
Universe WCI:

 � If Index WCI ≤ Universe WCI          no action
 � If Index WCI > Universe WCI          largest WCI stock 

decreased, up to 30%, until the index WCI < Universe WCI. 
Reiterate to the 2nd largest WCI stock and so on if needed.

Weighted Carbon Intensity
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Universe MIB ESG

Weighted Carbon Intensity

WACI** MIB ESG = 128.35

WACI** Benchmark = 143.58 Decrease of -10.61%



This publication is for information purposes only and is not a recommendation to engage in investment activities. This publication is 
provided “as is” without representation or warranty of any kind. Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the 
content, Euronext does not guarantee its accuracy or completeness. Euronext will not be held liable for any loss or damages of any nature 
ensuing from using, trusting or acting on information provided. No information set out or referred to in this publication shall form the 
basis of any contract. The creation of rights and obligations in respect of financial products that are traded on the exchanges operated 
by Euronext’s subsidiaries shall depend solely on the applicable rules of the market operator. All proprietary rights and interest in or 
connected with this publication shall vest in Euronext. No part of it may be redistributed or reproduced in any form without the prior written 
permission of Euronext. 

Euronext refers to Euronext N.V. and its affiliates. Information regarding trademarks and intellectual property rights of Euronext is located 
at euronext.com/terms-use.
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for future generations
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